Bindomatic Covers

You never get a second chance
to make a first impression
There is a saying that ‘an audience takes four seconds to judge a speaker’. The
opportunity to make a first impression will never come again. So, if you have put
your heart and soul into a project, an important presentation for example, here is
an invaluable tip: Put at little effort into making an entrance as well.
Creating a professional impression is easy, and Bindomatic offer you many
choices in your approach. Coloured or white covers, transparent or paper
wrapped covers, soft or hard covers, standard or personalised covers to reflect
your corporate logotype and colours – choose the best one for you, whatever
the purpose.

Technical Data: Bindomatic Covers
BINDING: Durable and unique thermal book binding
glue, specially designed by Bindomatic
BINDING CAPACITY: Up to 540 sheets (80GSM) using
covers ranging from 1,5mm to 54mm.
FORMATS: Any document formats (Landscape, A3, A5,
specials etc) are possible - contact us for info

Creativity “off the shelf”. . .
Smart, neat and timeless – The Bindomatic standard cover provides a very strong
bind, is durable, and communicates a professional impression in the easiest way
imaginable. Our standard covers are available in three popular styles:
Bindomatic Classic, Bindomatic Aquarelle and Bindomatic Ambassador.

Bindomatic Classic

The Classic cover, ensuring your documents stay neat and smart-looking. A
smooth structured white paper cover with a crystal clear plastic front. Nothing
more, nothing less.

When you use a Bindomatic cover, the paper
edges are as even as in a book.

Bindomatic Aquarelle

The colours and paper quality do all the talking for this cover. The texture of
the paper resembles linen and the front is made from transparent, frosted/mat
plastic. Choose from eight elegant colours: graphite, white, burgundy, black,
blue, dark blue, grey or dark green.

Bindomatic Ambassador Hard Cover

For your premium documents. The exclusive Bindomatic hard cover in leather
texture. Available with or without window, and also as a printable version where
you simply print your artwork on the self-adhesive front label included and create
that unique looking cover of your own.

Bindomatic Aquarelle covers are available in
grey, graphite, dark blue, burgundy, dark green,
black, blue or white.

...or a cover which has been
specially designed to reflect your
corporate profile?

A company’s logotype and colours should also be
reflected in documentation produced in-house.

Identity and belonging is becoming increasingly important in our modern information
society, and this is especially true of a company’s visual identity. Consistent use of
corporate logotype and colours is an important factor in giving clear signals to our
surroundings. Everything conveys a message.
Documentation published in-house tends to lack uniformity of appearance and can
often create an inconsistent impression. That is where Bindomatic’s customised
corporate covers come into the picture.

Customised covers to your specification

Covers which reflect your company’s corporate identity – perhaps with a specially
designed window, your favourite colour, or special paper to express the company’s
individuality. Your options are virtually endless when it comes to Bindomatic’s
customised corporate covers – the aim is to tailor the product in a way that is perfect
for you.

Just like a bound publication, straight from the print shop
A one-colour, bleed print, customised corporate
cover with die-cut window.

When our customers first receive their customised corporate covers, there are primarily
two things that tend to impress them – the covers have the feeling of a real, bound
‘book’ and the finished result is as neat and smart as if it had come out off a print shop.
What is more, all of this can be done in an instant, at the office!

Document binders – part of the Bindomatic system
Behind every professionally bound document there is a hard-working document binder. Bindomatic has a range of machines
to cater for your company’s every need. All of them produce attractive, durable documents – but they vary in capacity and
operation.

Bindomatic 1000

A manually operated machine with all the features of a good binder – but it fits into the
tiniest space! The great advantage of this machine is being able to have it within arm’s
reach. The Bindomatic 1000 binds documents up to 120 sheets, and is ideally suited for the
home office, or as a complement to one of our larger binders.

Bindomatic 5000

A manually operated powerhouse of productivity - bind up to 15 documents per minute
depending on spine width. It is flexible - bind documents in a variety of formats, such as A4,
A5, A3 and other special sizes up to 54mm in spine width - that is over 500 sheets of 80GSM
paper. The Bindomatic 5000 can be successfully used on its own, or as a complement to the
Bindomatic 101DFS.

Bindomatic 101 DFS

Want your documents to be ready in the blink of an eye? You will for sure love the Bindomatic
101 DFS. Very simple to use and will bind up to 30 of your documents per minute. This is a
reliable and user-friendly machine – automatic processes include paper jogging, heating and
cooling. The bound documents are ready to flick through immediately.

Making a professional impression worldwide
Bindomatic was started in 1974 and continues to provide companies and organisations with the right tools to communicate
a professional impression. The concept involves the creation of attractive covers, in which documents are bound using
technically advanced binders, designed and manufactured by Bindomatic.
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Bindomatic head office is located in Stockholm, Sweden, with subsidiaries in Germany, Belgium, Portugal, Poland and USA.
Sales and distribution in the rest of the world is channeled through independent distributors.

